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1 Making your way to Script View

From the homepage, on the right hand side under
‘Enter Data’ you’ll see the ‘Script View’.

You now see two options:

•‘Use My List’

• Let me enter a List Number’

Here you then need to enter the list number. This can
be found at the bottom of the canvass cards and
should look something like:

You will now be taken through to a page where you
can enter responses.
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2 Entering data

If you follow the questions down they will appear in the
same order as the script and you can therefore easily enter
the data as you go. At the top of the page it will say
‘Results’. This indicates if you were able to speak to the
voter or not. If you select any of these options you can
move on to the next voter. If you choose nothing then
you can just add in the responses below.

3 The importance of saving

Look in the top right and you'll see the buttons to 'Save All
Changes'       and 'Save/Next'

Taking too long?

Use MiniVAN - quicker and
hassle-free canvassing with no
additional data entry.

Use bar code scanner. A quick
and easy way to input a lot of
data quickly. Simple and easy to
use.

When would you need to do this?

Once you’ve got data back from canvass cards you’ll
need to input it into Connect. The one of the ways to
input data manually is via ‘Script View’. Script View is
great if you are doing more detailed canvassing than
usual but

How do you do this?

This presumes you are at the stage where you have a
list of completed canvass cards in front of you and
you are ready to input . Go back to "Creating
Canvass Cards" if you need help with this.

Next steps...
This data is now live.

Use it to:

• See how many contacts you've made with
Voter Contact Summary

• See the answers voters have given to key
questions in your campaign Question
Summary

• See what's happening to your support with
Counts and Crosstabs - Switch Analysis ’’
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Use this one!


